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CANCER - REVEALING THE DIAGNOSIS 
P T Ang 

As medical practitioners, our most unenviable task is to han- 
dle bad news. Few of us ever have difficulty in telling a pa- 
tient that he has a peptic ulcer or the common cold. When the 
prognosis is good, we do not mind revealing the diagnosis 
because in the next breath, we can expound on our under- 
standing of the pathophysiology of the disease, advances in 
medical therapeutics, and our skills as healers of the sick. 
However, when death appears to be the eventual victor, we 
often have a hard time explaining to the patient the diagnosis 
and the likely outcome. 

It is wrong to assume that it is always difficult to tell 
someone that he has cancer. Sometimes, it is not difficult 
because there is definitive treatment available and the outlook 
may not be too bad. Revealing the diagnosis of cancer is not 
the same depending on the type of cancer, its stage and con- 
text of practice. A patient who presents with a lump in her 
breast sees a doctor because she is concerned that it may be 
breast cancer. She wants to know the diagnosis and is some- 
what prepared for the worst. From the lay literature and public 
health education, she may understand that breast cancer is not 
equal to death, because it can be cured if detected early. 

In other cancers, the scenario may be different. A patient 
who presents with change in bowel habits may attribute it to 
some minor ailment. When the doctor investigates and discov- 
ers that he has colon cancer, the doctor has a more difficult 
task of revealing the diagnosis. Taken by surprise, the patient 
is more likely to go through the phases of denial and anger 
before eventual acceptance. However, as there is the therapeu- 
tic option of surgery, the doctor would follow the revelation of 
diagnosis with a referral to the general surgeon. The apparent 
urgency of seeing another doctor and sense of focused activity 
reassures the patient that something can be done. It makes 
telling the diagnosis of cancer easier for the doctor because 
the patient is likely to leave the clinic satisfied that something 
is being done for his cancer. It offers him some hope. 

The most difficult task is to tell the patient that he has an 
incurable cancer. Most doctors shun this task. This is largely 
because they do not see any viable therapeutic options. In 
hushed tones, the diagnosis will he discussed with relatives 
and the patient will be left completely ignorant of the con- 
spiracy. 

In Medical Oncology, our patients can be divided based 
on therapeutic goals. Our therapeutic efforts can broadly be 
divided into curative, adjuvant and palliative/supportive. Cura- 
tive ("potentially curative" may be a more accurate term) 
therapy refers to treatment with the purpose of curing the 
patient of his disease. Examples include the highly 
chemosensitive tumours like malignant lymphoma, germ cell 
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tumours, small cell cancer of the lung. Adjuvant therapy refers 
to use of either hormonal drugs or chemotherapy after sur- 
gery11. It tackles the mierometastases, reduces the chances of 
tumour recurrence and improves survival. 

The last category is dealing with patients with cancers 
which are not curable. The first step in management is disclo- 
sure of diagnosis. In revealing diagnosis, one of the cardinal 
rules is to ensure that some fragment of hope be preserved. 
Even if there is no hope for cure, there must be hope that life 
may be prolonged or hope that the end will not be painful. It is 
fair to say that there is no tumour whereby there is no hope of 
a response to treatment. In some tumours the likelihood of 
response to treatment may be quite high even though there is 
no chance of cure because of metastatic spread eg metastatic 
nasopharyngeal and breast cancers have response rates of 60% 
to 70%"-4J. In others, the response may be dismally low; eg 
inoperable liver cancer has response rate of 15%(5). However, 
in discussing the role of chemotherapy, one must balance be- 
tween the likelihood of response and potential toxicities asso- 
ciated with therapy. 

More importantly, in revealing the diagnosis of terminal 
cancer, the patient must be reassured that he will not suffer 
before he dies. Painful death is feared more than death itself. 
Our current armamentarium of medicines to alleviate pain and 
suffering should ensure a dignified death for all. The Singa- 
pore Cancer Society offers both counselling services as well 
as hospice care for cancer patients. Medical practitioners should 
be aware of these services so that patients may benefit from 
better supportive care. 

While medical practitioners must decide for themselves 
whether to reveal the diagnosis. I hope that more will free 
their patients from the anguish of not understanding why they 
are growing weaker, but instead grant them peace of mind, a 

listening car and supportive care. 
In this issue of the Journal, the paper by Tan et al(6) which 

addresses the attitudes of medical practitioners to revealing 
the diagnosis of cancer, is timely and revealing. Cancer af- 
flicted about 4,000 individuals in 1985 and this is predicted to 
double by the year 2000. One criticism of the survey question- 
naire is that it did not specify the type and curability of the 
cancer. Presumably, those who participated in the survey re- 
sponded as though the cancer was hopeless and incurable. It 
may sadly reflect doctors' lack of awareness of the treatment 
options in treating and alleviating the suffering of cancer pa- 
tients. 
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